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SYMBOLS

A, B polynomial coefficients

• D random disturbance, rad

g gravitational constant, 32.2 ft 2
_, sec

Ix rolling moment of inertia, slug-ft2
¢
{

ly pitching moment of inertia, slug-ft2
[

Iz yawing moment of inertia, slug-ft2

K gain

L rolling moment, ft-lb

h roll rate damping derivative, sec -1
Ix

L8a rad/sec 2

ix roll control sensitivity, In

L_ roll attitude damping derivative, sec -2
Ix

m mass, slugs

M pitching moment, ft-lb

& p_tch rate dampiD_ derivative, see"l _

ly

Mbe rad/sec2
-- pitch control sensitivity,

L/ in

Me
pitch attitude damply' derivatiw_, sec "2

Iy

N ya_ng moment, ft-lb

Nr yaw rate damping derivative, sec "I

Nv ,, ,
I'_ yaw due to sideslip derivative, _Ld/sec2' ft/sec . ,

' viii
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ix

N5a rad/sec2

yaw due to lateral stick derivative, in

NSr yaw control sensitivity, rad/sec2
Iz in

N__ yaw attitude d_nping derivative, sec -2
Iz

p pilot transfer function

p roll rate, radsec

tad
q pitch rate, --

Sec

r yaw rate, ra___d
sec

s = _ + j _ Laplacian operator

t time, see

Ts settling time, sec

u body-axls longitudinal velocity, f_.}_t
sec

"_ ft
' v body-axis lateral velocity, s-_

ft

w body-axis vertical velocity, s-_

x, y, z body-axis coordinates

X, Y, Z inertial coordinates

Xu longitudinal speed stability derivative, sec "Im

Yv
_- sideforce due to sideslip derivative, sec "I

Zw vertical velocity damping derivative, sec "I _

!_ power control sensitivity, ft/sec2
m in
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5 pilot control displacement, _n

c error, ram

damping ratio

i e pitch attitude, rad

: v time constant, sec

; _ roll attitude, tad

_ yaw attituac, rad

; tad
frequency, se-'-_

- _n natural frequency, rad
sec

Subscripts

: a lateral stick (aileron)
t

c commmmded value

_= e longitudinal stick (elevator)

g gust

I piloL lag i

IL pilot lead

P pilot

p power-control

Po power-control trim

r pedal (rudder)

C error

__. r i|, IL: " jl ....
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CRAPTER I

,h

INTRODUCTION

While vertical _c-off" and Imldin$ (VTOL) aircraft have the

obvious advantange of being able to operate from res" ricted areas, this

capability exists only under good visibility conditions. Instrument

operatiL_n o_ th,._cair_raft has been precluded because of basic

vehicle handling qualities deficiencies and inadequate displays. In

reference 12, which discusses VTOL instrument flight research at

Langley Research Center, it has been concluded that, along with stabi-

lity and control augmentation, fllght-director display information
$

will be required for routine VTOI. instrument operation. However, to

be acceptable to the pilot and to be as effective as possible, the

flight-director control laws must be tailored both to the pilot and to

the specific vehicle d_amics. This implies that conventional flight

directors, designed for fixed-wln_ aircraft, will, in genera], ,_t bp

suitable for low-speed VTOL izstrument flight. In the past, flight-

director design has been accomplished primarily through trial-and-error

adjustment of the flight-director signals either under actual flight

conditions or in simulators. Such a design approach can take a con-

_ sld,rable amount of time, and therefore, be quite costly, while the

} resulting flight director is optlnmlm only in a crude sense. Therefore, ;

it would be highly desirable to utilize a more effective design pro-

cedure based on a thorough analytical understanding of the overalA

system cZosed-loop dynamics.

!
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_h_z thesis will present a control theory analysis of a VTOL

flight director and will discuss the results of a flxed-based simulator

evaluation of the flight-director commands. The VTOL configuration

selected for this study is a helicopter-type VTOL which controls the

direction of the thrust vector by means of vehicle-attitude changes and,

: furthermore, employs high-gain attitude stabilization. This configura-

tion is the samc as one which was simu]ated In actual instrument flight

tests with a variable stability helicopter (refs. 6 and 8). Stability

analyses are made for each of the flight-director commands, assuming s

sin,71e input-output, multi-loop system model _or each control a::_s.

The _nalyses proceed from the inner-loops to the outer-loops, using

an analytical pilot model selected on the basis of the innermost-loop

dynamics. The time response of the ar.alytlcal model of the systam is

primarily used to adjust system gains, while root locus plots are

used to identify dominant modes and mode interactions. Finally, the

fixed-base simuletor results are presented,, complementing the

theoretical analysis. _

7

L

I
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C_.PTER II

DESCRIPTION OF CONTf0L/DISPLA]' SYSTEM

The block diagram in figure i illustrates the general organi-

zation of the control/display system considered in this study. It is

assumed that the pilot is actively engaged as a control element in

maintaining the guidance and control of the aircraft. As indicated,

control augmentation has been provided to stabilize the inner-loop,

higher frequency dynamics of the vehicle in an attempt to keep the

pilot's workload at an acceptable level.

The VTOL configuration selected for this study maploys high-

gain stabilization for each of the three angular degrees of freedom. :_

The control augmentation system commands a well damped, second-order
t

attitude response to pilot control inputs in pitch and roll. In yaw,

two alternate control modes are provided: the turn following and

heading hold modes. In turn follow_'_, the aircraft automatically

changes heading to eliminate sideslip. Thus, coordinated turns are

achieved by simply holding bank angle. Pedal control inputs are used

to intentlonallyproduce sideslip if that is deslrec In the heading

hold mode, the aircraft maintains a given heading in th_ absence of

I pedal inputs. Outside of a_+O.25-inch deadzone, however, a pedal
input commands a proportional rate of change of heading. In this

mode, lateral maneuvering of the aircraft is accomplished by banking

and sideslipping. In the vertical degree of freedom, the basic

vehicle has a first-order velocity response to power-control inputs

1974010563-014
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which was judged to be satisfactory without augmentation. The

i control respcnse characteristics are listed in table i. As noted

) previously, this configuration is the same as that reported in

references 6 and 8 which contain more detail on the actual mechaniza-

tion of the control augmentation system.
k ,t

It is assumed that the longitudinal speed stability derivative,

Xu/_: = -0.025 sec-I, and sideforce due to sideslip derivative,

Yw/m = -O.i sec-I, of the basic,aircraft, _re constant over the low '

: speed range considere_ in this study. The power required curve of

the basic aircraft is presented in figure 2 as a plot of power-

control position versus airspeed. These data were based on estimates

made by the aircraft manufacturer (ref. 3). :_

The attitude director indicator pictured in figure 3 is the

primary display instrument which combines the flight-director commands
F

with a standard attitude in_icator. Commands a presented for each

_ of the pilot's control inputs e×cept for pedals, since the control aug-

mentation system controls heading automatically without pedal inputs.

' Each pilot who participated in the simulator evaluation was allowed to

select whichever sensing seemed most natural to him, and most of the

pilots preferred the sensing which is indicated _n f_ure 3. For low-

speed flight, the alrcraft is on the "backside" of the power required

curve where an increase in power is required for a decrease in speed. !I !

Because of this, altitude is controlled directly with power and _peed

is controlled with pitch attitude. It is likely that the commands

' could be displayed in a more effective manner with some other type of i_

director instrument or with an integrated display format, however, the _

L
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TABI_ 1

CONTROL P_ESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

Pitch and Roll

,_ rad

' Attitude sensitivity 0.15

Natural frequencv,_ con 2.0 radsec
4'

_ Damping ratio, _ 0.79

Pit,_}](roll) rate d_aping., Mq/ -_.0 sec-I ]

MO _ _4.0 see_ 2 .:_
Pitch (roll) attitude damping, _y Ix

rad/sec2

M5e LSa_ 0.6 (_

Control sensitivity, _--y Ix / inl -

_- r_d/sec
• Heading rate sensitivity 0.39 in

-' Natural frequency, a_ 2.0 _rad
,!{ sec

Damping ratio, _ 0.68

Yaw rate damping, N-_r -2.7 see-I
Iz

Yaw attitude damping, -- -4.0 see "2
Iz

.} •

a.

e,

i •

_t

i'

]. ,
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TABLE i.- CONCLUDED

Control sensitivity, N_ 0.2 Fad/see2
IZ in '!

_ Yaw due to sidesliF, _% 0.004 rad/sec2
Iq ft/sac _:

Yaw rate dsalping, -0.7 see -I

Yaw due to lateral stick, _ 0.065 rad/sec2 '_
Iz " in _.

Verti<'al De_ree of Freedom

Control sensitivity, _Z_P -6.44 ft/sec2_Ii in

Z_ -0 _ see -I
Vertical _elocity dampin_, i-_-



?

* /Z •
/

6po,ivt -1
" Flightcondition _

Grossweight15,000Ib
-2 Sealevel _°

Rateof de,cent6 PJmin -;

I I I I I P I _'

-3 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Airspeed, knots

Figure 2.- Power-control trim position vs. airspeed.
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!
present study was limited to the flight-director control laws them-

selves, not the display hardware. The complete instrument display

panel which was used in the simulator is discussed in a later section.

I

%

j, 5
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CHAPTER III

TI_ORETICAL ANALYSIS

The body axes and inertial axes used in the analysis are illus-

z trated in figure 4. The body-fixed _es have the origin at the center

of gravity with the x-axis horizontal, and z-axis vertical for

steady hovering flight. The inertial or ground-reference axes have

. the origin at the center of the.landing p_d, with the X-axis along the

runway ccx_terline and the Z-axis positive downward along the vertical.

An actual VTO_ landing approach may include many different

phases such as £eve_ flight prior to acquisition of the runway center-
<

line, descent along the glide slope at constant speed, deceleration,

hover, and vertical letdown. Basically, however, the task requires

that the aircraft fly according to a set of nomin_l position or rate

profiles which are defined in the inertial coordinate frmnc. From

this general standpoint, the theoretical analysis considers the

flight-director control laws on the basis of closed-loop control of

ground-referenced position and rate. It is conceivable that naviga-

tion equipment such as a precision radar or an inertial platform would

be used to provide inertial data in an actual implementation.

The follnwing sections present a detailed stability analysis

i for each translational degree of freedom as controlled through the

I corresponding flight-director command. It is assumed that the heading

of the aircraft is approximately aligned with the runway centerline

so that each case may be studied separately as a single input-output /
i

control problem.

L
t
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The analytical methods used in the following sections are con-

ventional, classical control theory methods Laplace transforms are
9

used to indicate input-output dynamics with block diagram rules used<

to manipulate the various system loops from open- to closed-loop form.

Time-response criteria are specified a3 the basis for ad.justment of

the flight-director gains, and an analog-computer and an ×-Y plotter

were employed in generating the time histories. Root locus plots are

used in developing further inslght by clearly identifying dominant

modes and mode interactions. The root locus plots were obtained using
'i !

a digital computer program. This program cumputed the coefficients of •
;

the characteristic polynomial as functions of the various system :_

parameters and then employed a standard FORTRAN root-solving subroutine _

to determine the values of the closed-loop roots for each set of

specified parameter values.

Lon6itudinal Control Axis

! The basic arrangement of the longitudinal control axis is -

presented in figure 5. As mentioned previously, the reference steady

state flight condition is how_.r; that is, O 0 corresponds to the "

attitude for hover in the absence of winds. A_suming that aircraft

; heading is aligned with the runway centerline and that pitch attitude, 7

O, is a small angle, the transformation from body axes to inertial .!i

axes simplifies to X _ u. Note that an additional minus sign has

been introduced so that for a stable, negative feedback configuration,

K_ is positive. The velocity-control and position-control loops t

ff
d "

x

_ _', _

] 9740] 0563-024
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f

I _)

and gains are ea_;ily identified throt_]h this seri_z arran_ement of

the feedback gains.

It is desirable that the task of centering; the flight-director

c_,._:_andbe as t,azy as possible, particularly bccauzo the pilot has

three such commands to follow. For this reason, the flight-director

command was made proportional to the difference between the desired

stick position %nd the actual stick position. Thus, when the command

bar is centered, the pilot always knows immediately that the aircraft

is bein_ flowu alor_ the desired approach profile or that the proper

input has been made to correct for whatever error may exist. This *is

consistent with the definition of the "command display" as given in

the following quotation.

}
The fully augmented or command display does not tel] the

operator what is happening but instead tells him what to do.

The basic information shown on the command display is not the "
state of something but an ordered action. _l_,comm_nl instrument

,i says, in effect, "move your control to this position." The
operator need not have any idea of why this action should be
taken, but he knows that if he takes it, he will maintain

stable ccntrol (ref. 7, P. 126_.

Since the stick position s._nal itself is part of the fli_,ht-director

command, the flight-director controlled-,lement dynamics would approxi-

mate a pure gain for moderate to high frequencies. According to

manual control studies (ref. 9), this type of dynamics as compared

c

with rate, --,K and acceleration, J_ , type dynamics permits the
.[ S s=

highest cross-over frequency for the pilot/controlled-element open-

loop dynamics or, in other words, permits the most rapid closed-loop

response with a pilot-in-the-loop.

J
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The analytical model used to represent the response of the pilot

in centering the flight-director command was based on results of a

previous investigation (ref. i), in which pilot transfer functions were

measured fo- various single-axis tasks. One of these tasks was to

control attitude, 8, subject to a random disturbance, D, and the

controlled-element dynamics was a gain of 1.0. This case, sho_m in

figure 6, is identical to the task of centering the flight director _

signal, assuming that the disturbance input is analogous to the stick

_ position command. Six test pilots and two en__neers participated in

the study. The measured parameters of the transfer function

5 (s) Kp(TLS + I)- = _ as found in reference i, are listed in table 2.

D (TIS + i)2 _ _,
The lead term measured was negligible and the fact that the steady- istate gain was slightly less than one was believed to be due to the

randomness of the forcing function. If typical values are selected

for

D_(S) = 1.0(O.15s + l)2

then the pilot transfer function, i(s), may be d_ermined from

PIs) . I.o
1 + P(s) (o.15s+ i)2

s(0.O75s+ i)

Thus, the pilot would presumably act as an integrator and a high-

frequency, first-order lag in centering the fllght-dlrector command.

Using this pilot model, the velocity-control loop is considered

I first. As drawn in figure 7, the feed-forward path of th_ longitudi-

nal velocity-control loop lacks a pure integration, and, therefore,

L
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r-;_., TABLE 2
_ M_SURED PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION PARAMETERS

_i FOR GAIN CONTROLI/:D-ELEMENTDYNAMICS

(vis + 1)2

Subjects
Kp vL vI

Pilot A 1.0 0.0 0.12

Pilot B 0.93 0.0 0.14

Pilot C 0.82 0.0 0.09

Pilot n 0.91 0.09 0.18

Pilot E 0.90 0.0 0.I0

Pilot F O.75 O.29 O.25

Engineer G O.92 O.08 O.17

Engineer H i.0 O._3 O.33
, i, i,,
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20 _

the response to a step, or a constant velocity command, will result in

a steady-state error. This may be shown analytically by formir_ th_ _

_i closed loop transfer function %(s) and applying the final-v_lu_ :_

theorem to X(s) for a step input _c(S) = 1. _"
S 2

_(o6)(3 )
i( . 2.2 }_!s)--
Xc (O.19s + l)2(s2 + 3s + 4)(s + 0.02_) + _(0.6)(}2.2) _i_

--_- if _(s) = i then i(s) = i s)sxe _

ii,,i(t)=n,,,[s_(s)']_ 19_.2Ki < s..o r:"
t -+" s -_o 193.2 Ki + i

A practical explanation for the steady-state error is that for a given

' velocity command, the stick position will generally be some wLlue other

than zero and the stick position signal will effectivelyblock part of

the velocity error signal. Thus, although the displayed command is

zero, a velocity error will exist. For flight directors, this is often

referred to as "standoff." It can be seen that the steely-state error

will depend on the loop gain, K_, and, in fact, _he _rror in this case

would be quite small, say, on the order of 9 to i0 _ercent of the

commanded velocity for even moderately high gains. However, it is

possible to eliminate the error for a step command by effecttvel_

adding an integration in the feed-forward path. This can be accom-

plished by either adding an integration of the velocity error to the

commanded stick position, or by wuhing-out the pilot's stick position

i .......
........ .,,,_ ..........., .. ,_ --_._._ _ ~ __...... -' _]_
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signal on a long-term bacis. It will be shown that these two appar-

ently oFposite approaches are nearly equivalent from a linear analysis

standpoint although they differ somewhat with rcgard to practical

' design considerations.

:' The integrated-error approach, a simple proportional-_laa-o

integral type compensation, introduces e_,integration along with a

K1 ,zero at _ = --- as shown in figure 8. If an error persists, the

f

_ integrated error signal graduall- increases, demanding an ever larger

control displacement until the error is eventually reduced to zero.

:_ In the steady-state, the stick position signal is biased by the

integrated-error. In practice, however, there are some disadvantages
i

I to the integrated-error approach. If the pilot neglects to track the
• displayed command for some period of time, the integr_ted-error term

_. could grown extremely large and perhaps result in saturation, even

ii though the actual error remained fairly small. Similarly, large

initial errors could also lead to saturation. These problems can be

circumvented by simply limiting the integration to values based on

estimated maximum stick position or by holding the _tegrati_ _ when-

ever the error is large or the displayed cId exceeds some minimum

value. The _atter technique would ensure that the integrated error

wou_ function onl_ when needed to reduce the error to zero and only

when the pilot is actually obeying the cIds.

The other approach, the stick-washout method, is illuatrated

in i_ttre 9. On a relativel_ lob-term basis, the ittck position

siena], il washed out bY marts of a h_h-pui filter, so that the

1974010563-032
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error signal is nevcr blocked by the steady-state stick position

signal. Here, however, there is no free integrator to saturate during

periods of pilot inattention. The washout circuit attenuates only very

low frequencies and for this reason the pilot model itself is assumed

_J
to be unaffected by the stick-washout dynamics. The resulting closed-

loop dynamics of the pilot plus stick-washout, as shown in figure 9,

contain a pure integration, a zero at _ =. l__,and a pair of complex

_ poles which approximate the double pole 1.0 _ For large
_ (O.15s + 1)2 _

i.o and the
%

Vl, the complex poles merge to the double p01e (O.19s + 1)2 _,
static gain approaches 1.0. Comparison of the pole-zero diagrams in _

figures 8 and 9, which represent the transfer function 5v2e(s) indi-

cates that if KI i the two approachcs are nearly identical from _°

K_ TI
a linear analysis standpoint. Because of its simpler implementation,

%

the washout method is usually considered the more attractive method !

and will be used here for the rest of the analysis.

For the longitudinal velocity control loop now configured as

drawn in figure I0, selection of values _'or 71 and K_ was based

on the velocity time-response to a step velocity command. The time-

response criterion used was actually determined as a result of the

simulator evaluation which was mm concurrentlM with the theoretical

antis. This criterion was that the velocity response for a step

i_put eho_l._d be well damped, with no more than i or 2 percent over-

shoot, and should reach 99 percent of the c:oaemnded veloctt_r within

5 to 6 sacond8. The factors involved in the selection of this cri-

. terton are &La_u_sed in a later section. It was fmm_l that the rash-

out time e_%ant, v1 , the inuer-loop parameter, had a significant
e
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_ effect on the time response. The time histories in figure ii show /i

,: that for low values of 71 on the order of 9 seconds, the response is _

quite underdamped, while for larger values on the order of i0 to 20

seconds, the response is well damped although there is an overshoot

which persists for a considerableperiod of time.

_ The series of root locus plots in figures 12, 13, and 14,

_ indicate the importance of the location of the zero at o =- 7q{:

_ on the closed-loop roots. For 71 = 5 sec, the two poles on the real

_ axis at the origin break away and immediatelyhead into the right-half

%: plane. Here, the dominant roots are the complex pair 1,%hich lie along
,/

,_. these branches of the locus resulting in an underdamped response. For
J

_: vI = 20 sec, these same poles now break away but go around the zero at

_: a =-- and break back onto the real axis. The dominant roots are
-_ 71' !
J

/ again a complex pair, however, these lie further in the left-half plane

_ and have a higher damping ratio, yielding a better damped response.

} The overshoot for T1 = _q)sec, as e_idenced in the time history,

appears to be due %0 %he closed-loop root near the zero at o --i.
TI.

This low-frequency, flrst-order pole is apparently not near enough to

the zero to have its effect c_l_%etel@' c_ce.ll._l. Selection of

mode associated with the drag-dampir_ characteristic of the aircraft

vail be exactl_ cancelled and at the same time will reduce the order

of the re_po_. Thepb_ical,tgnificanceof selectl_ -_--('Xa-_)

is that the pilot's stick position signal i_ thereb_ washed out at the

rime rate amthe lo_gtt_ltnal veloett_ reslxmsereaches8_1_ state

•_ due to the dm_-da_t_ ot the aammft.

4
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_ After setting T1 = 40 sec, choosing the loop gain, K_, was

_ a straightforward matter. As shown in figure 19, the time response _

I for Kx = 0.08 in

ft/sec reaches 95 percent of the commanded value with-

in 5 to 6 seconds and is very nearly critically aamped. This response
2_

is approximately thlrd-order w_th one real root and a pair of complex

l -,2

roots as indicated in figure l_.

It is noted here that quicker, well damped velocity responses _

_ were obtainable with higher ioo_ gains and with additional stabiliza- _

tion terms proportional to pitch attitude and pitch rate. However, a _

more rapid velocity response was not considered to be either necessary

or desirable, based on results of the simulator evaluation. In _

general, though, these additional stabilization terms might be required )_

to provide a sufficiently quick, well. damped velocity response, _:_

depending on the attitude respoi_se characteristics of the vehicle. _

It should be kept in mind that the case analyzed here is unique !_

-_- because of its highly stabilized attitude dynamics.

_ Lastly, control of longitudinal position is considered. _
_.

_ Having the velocity control dynamics specified by having selected

_< K_ = 0.08 in and _0 the position-loop gain, Kx, r_
u_J ft/seC 71 = sec,
f
e remains to be determined. The closed-loop roots of the velocity

control-loop become the open-loop poles of the position-control loop

-_i as indicated in figure 16. Again, the time-response to a step input

: was used to select the loop gain. It was determined in conjunction

with the simulator e_l._tion that the position response should be

. nearly critically damped and should attain 95 percent of the commanded
J

.¢
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Kx .... _- Xc S ;_

T1=40sec :o-_

"I

r-

where X (s)= 68.6i iii I I im

(s+ 6.911(s+6.271(s+. 94)(s+L ]2 +j. 571(s+ 1.12- j.571

Is)- 68,6

,, Xc s5+ 16._ ;

_-_: l_.6,_e 16.- Longitudinal posltl_ control loop.

,j

i
l

-i
.I

t
I
1

I

I
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>3

J position within 15 to 20 seconds. As shown in figure 17, the time i_'

responsefor the selectedposition-gain,Kx = 0.14 ft/sec,satisfies ;-_
ft ,_-:

_ the criterion. Finally, the longitudinal position-control root-locus _o

plot in figure 18 shows that the dominant roots are simply a pair of
\ %

_ complex poles with high damping which originate from the integration _

_: of velocity-to-position and the dominant real-root of the velocity '_

)_'_; response. _g

,_ To develop an appreciation' for the sensitivity of the system :_._;_

_ response to variation in the position and velocity gains, Kx and K_,

_ an analogy to a second-order system can be drawn. Neglecting all the _

/ hlgher-fre_uency dynamics associated _ith the velocity control loop,

_'_ that i_, the pilot dynamics and the attitude response, the system can _

_% be grossly simplified to a second-order system as drawn in figure 19.

"_): And, the familiar second-order parameters _ a_a, and Ts can be _

;_ determined a_ f_mctions of the position and velocity gains. "

The settling tlme_ Ts, is the time required for the response to

settle within 2 percent, of the stea_-state.

Thus,to maintain&E_roximatelythe same damping,if one of the galas

were varlet,the otherwould al_ohave to be cha_ to keep the ratio

_ constant. And, if it were desired to halve the reslx_se time and

,>
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keep the same damping, then both of the gains wottldhav_ to be :_

j
approximatelydoubled.

_ Vertical Control Axis

; A block diagram of the vertical control axis is presented in _!_

figure 20. The same pilot model, of course, is still valid. Longi-

tudin_l, coupling effects, such as, flare due to changes in pitch

attitude, hence angle of attack, and variation of power control trim

position with airspeed are regarded as disturbances and are neglected i

_ here to permit single inlet-out, put type analysis. As in the

:; longitudinal-controlaxis, the power-control position signal is

_ washed out to prevent steady-state error due to a step, or constant,

:_ command for the vertical velocity control loop. Again, the washout

_ time constant, v2, is set equal to the time constant of the drag-

damping response of the vehicle, --, to effect a pole-zero

5
cancellation and thus result in a lower-order system. The vertical

velocity time response to a step command is given in figure 21. _

; As clearly indicated by the root locus in figure 22_ the velocity :_

response is primarily a first-order response for moderate loop gains ,

and then becomes a s_d-o:_ler, lmderd_! response for _ch

higher gal_. A ,_ue of _ = 0.08 _ wa_ Judged to provide

a satisfactory velocity reeponse_ according to the time response

criteria aentl_ed previously. The _ response and root locus

plots for altitude, or po|ition, control, with v2 -_ = 2.5 see !
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i: and K_ - 0.08 ft/seci--i--i--i--i--i--_--'are presented in fiKures 23 and 24. Selecting #!1

Kz = 0.17 _ ensures that the altitude time response, essentially
ft

i a second-order_ we33 domped response_ w_ll satisfy the specified _
F

criteria for position control.

Lateral Control Axls ,(HeadlnKHold)

_ The lateral control axis with the heading hold mode is giyen

_, in filg_,we 25. It has been s.s_ed that the heading of the aircraft

: is constant and that the difference between the heading of the atr-

_: craft and the runway centerline Is a 8mall a_le. This axis is very

similar indeed to the lon_ttudinal control axis. In factp when the

' lateral stick washout term, v_ is set equal to 1 with the
2.

}

resulttnK pole-zero cancellation, the control problem become8 nearly

identical to that of the lor_itudinal control axis. The previous

work is not repeated here as it t8 clear that the same £a_8,
o

velocity endpositron response to step eoanand8.

In the turn follovl_ m_ the hasdtnsof the stremft auto-

mtteal_y chan_es to preduee • coozdansted tun= _deh as b_Sht about

b_ bold_n8 • benk en&le. _h-d_mnlesof thelateralcontrol_ f_

the turn follnvlaS m m sowuhat o_plex _ to the

esses o_e _ mode_nvolvos_ be_mem_, _m_jm_ stdes111_

5_bebo_4z_ _ _ _Lt_ the bod_ ez:ts-to-_ ezas
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relationship are used here to deterL_inethe Laplace transform for

!(s) which is needed for the closed-loop analysis.

The body-axis equations are:

; r Nr Nv _ 5a, (5r O. ) i_ =--r +--v + =

_' Iz Iz IzY

g

m

_: The analysis presented here is for a constant forward speed

uo = 76 ft/sec (45 knots). Again, it is assumed that the aircraft

; heading, in relation to the runway centerllne, will be a small angle

_i as drawn in figure 26. The transformationrelationship,

'_ ) = uosin,+ v cos,,

) can therefore be reduced to the linear equation

s_

; These four equations are rewritten using Laplacian notation and

grouped in ,_trlx form.

-- o ,(,+o.7) .o.oo_ ¢(,1 1o.o65

s2+Is +_ o o ,(s) 0.6

= 5a(,)

. -_.2 76s s + 0.i v(s) 0

_, . 0 -76 -I y(s) 0
mm

:!
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(s) = 19.8 (s2 +. 76s +. 40)

6a s(sZ+ 3s + 4)(s"_+. 8s+. 37)

_'(s) = 19.8(s+. 38 + _ .50)(s +. 38 - j.50)

6a S(S+ 1.5 + jl. 32)(s + L 5 - jl. 32)(s +. 40+ j. 46)(s +. 40- j. 46)

j{,}
_c

2

X

1

-2 -1 0 o

Figure 27.- T_sfer function pole-zero diagram for 8_as) _'(turn fo_o_).
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CHAPTER IV

FIXED-BASE SIMULATOR EVALUATION

In order to verify and assess the merits of the analytical

approach, a fixed-base simulationwas used to obtain pilot evaluation

of the flight-directorcontrol laws. The simulation tests were con-

ducted at the Langley Research Center, National Aeronauti=s and Space

Administration. Subjects who participated in the evaluation included

both experienced research test pilots and engineers who had no pre-

vious experience as pilots.

E_aum

• A photograph of the instrument display panel is shown in

figure 33. The Instrument Landing System (ILS) Indicator displayed

altitude error (±pO ft) and lateral error (+190 ft) with respect to

the nominal flight path. The use of the attitude director indicator

was discussed in considerabledetail in a previous section. It is

_ poinbed out here, though, that the power command needle on the atti-

_ tude director indicator,which is ty_ica_ used to display a radio

_° glide slope signal, had a noticeably sluggish response and lead-L

cos_ensation was required to eli_nete this lag. The moving map dis-
)

play provided an indication of longitudinal and lateral position, and

aircraft heading. Within 2,_ feet of the center of the landing 1_1,

the map scale factor was lO0 , and beyond this distance, the scale

" factor was 1,000 ft.
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i

The cockpit controller signals were routed to a Control Data

Corporation 6600 series digital computer which provided the real-time

solution of the body-axis equations of :_tion for the helicopter, the i

q

transformation equations, _ud the flight-d_rector control laws. The

variabL'z which were displayed on the instm_uent panel were routed

back from the computer to the cockpit. The digital computer performed

52 computations per second and used a second-order Adams-Moulton

(2 pass) integration routine. Time histories were obtained using

two 8-channel strip-chart recorders. I

Simulator Equations

The body-axis equations of motion used to represer_ the vehicle

dynamics are given in table 3. It was assumed here that _he hlgh-

gain control augmentation system would completely eliminate effects

of disturbances and basic vehicle trim changes for the angular

degrees of freedom. The power required characteristic was simulated

in the vertical degree of freedom by inserti_ a power-control trim

_, position term as a Danction of speed, _ (u). In addition, random2_ 0

wand disturbances were included in the appropriate aerody,mmic force

and moment terms. The gusts were obtained by passing the output of

a random-noise generator through a first-order filter with a break

frequency of lO tad • An average headwind/tailwind and ero88w_ndpSeC

each with a random guBt term, were specified in the inertial refer-

e_e f_rame_ and the body-axis distttrbance terms uK and v E were

• obtained by resolvi_ the I_eedwind mad crosmrlnd cceqxmtmts u a

m
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6o _

function of the heading of the aircraft. The vertical wind disturb-

ance term, Wg, was assumed to ha,,e a zero ave_.e_;e witid component.

The amplitudes of the random wind components were adjusted to yield

a root-mean-square amplitude of 6.0 f_./_tfor gusts in the horizontal
sec ,_

plane and 2.0 _ for the vertical gusts. ;:
sec ,_

The transformation equations used to resolve the motions of _

the aircraft to the inertial reference frame are also presented in

_ table 3. These rather simple expressions were derived from the Euler _..
v

transformation equations by assuming that the pitch and roll attitudes

_: of the aircraft would be small angles.

Results and Discussion

,_- As mentioned before, each subject was allowed to select which-
J

e-,er sensing he preferred for each of the three command signals. '_.

_. There was actually quite a difference in preferences among the various _

_: individuals, although most of the pilots did prefer the conventional ,.'_

; inside-out type sensing as indicated in figure 3. Undoubtedly, their q"

_ previous training greatly influenced this selection. It was found i_:

,_" that with very little practlee, each of the _est subjects was able /i';

_". to respond to commands without hesitation and with a minimum of "I)_
_£ -4"

% control reversals regardless of the sensing he had selected. _

'_. The sensitivities of the displ_ved commands which were used,

_ in terms of full-scale displacements, were 3.0 inches for longitu-
_K

':l'M dinal and lateral stick commands, and 2.0 inches for the power

_,_ command. It was discovered that sensitivitiesover a fairly large

._7_

r
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! range were acceptable because in centering the command the pilot

apparently could readily adjust his gain to that of the display.

Furthermore, since the command signals afe always kept centered, _r

hulled, the sensitivity of the displayed command does not have a :

significant effect on the closed-loop response of any of the outer-

loops. For these reasons, the sensitivity of the displayed -.ommands

was not considered to be a very critical factor.

The flight-director commands, as they were initially formed,

were usable but were oversensitive because of the effective gain

controlled-element dynamics. That is, since the inner-loop feedback

term was the control position signal itself, the command signal was

unnecessarily responsive to _ilot control inputs. The result was that

instead of being steady, positive commands, the commands were jittery _:

and, therefore, somewhat bothersome. When the high frequency control

_ position terms were omitted from the displayed con_uands, however, the _: _

resulting command signals were more difficult to control and were even

less acceptable. It was apparent from this that a high frequency _

command which could be readi],y centered by the pilot was preferred, ! :;

although the gain controlled-element dynamics was too sensitive. A

satisfactory compromise was achieved by passing the control position

term of the flight-director command through a low-pass filter. It

was found that a first-order filter with a time constant of O.8

secondsresultedin the bestflight-directorresponse. Shortertime i

constants resulted in too sensitive a response and longer time con-

stants resulted in too sluggish a response.

• i_

f
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in spite of Kilt,m_dification discusse,i pr,_vious]_v,the theo-

retic_kl. _ul_,Ll_ysis, which included a pilot model based on the assunrption

of gain contx_l,l.ed-e!ement dsnlamies p was still believed to bt_ valid

since the task of centeriIN the flight-director needle appointed to be

accomplished just as readily usi_ the filtered control position

feedback. Th3 s was substantiated in reference 1 which indicated that

for the controlled-element dynamics 1 the pilot was nble to
s *1

effectively maintain the s,_e 61osed-loop dynamic response as for t,m

gain controlled-element dynamics. The pilot, transfec function p_u'_n-

eters which were obtained in that study for the 1 dyn_nics
s +l

are listed in table !,.
t

_t should be pointed out that the assumption made here that

the control position signals are available does not present a llmlta- ?

tion with regsa'd to the practical design of such systems. It is
i

quite possible to synthesize _m equivalent filtered control position : '_12

signal by dynamically combinit_g the _ppropriate highel' frequency _ _

vehicle d_mamics terms. For instance, by : ng pitch sad pitch

rate terms in this m_mer, a signal equivalent to the filtered lo_gi- i _

tudinal stick position was obtained. Since the roll attitude dynam-

ics are identical to pitch, the same is true for the later_ control

axis. Similarly, a normal acceleration term can be shown to be

equivalent to the washed-out power-control position slgnsl, sad, in

addition, this term provides quickened information with regard to

flare effects due to _itch changes and with regard to the power _:

required characteristic. For this type of reason, in fact, It appears
¢
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TABLE 4

MEASURED PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION PARAMETERS

FOR _ CONTROLLED-ELEMENT DYNAMICS
s+l

_(s) = Kp(%s + l)
SubJectTest (TIS + 1)2

Ep TL VI

Pilot A 0.85 1.08 0.15

Pilot B 0.75 1.25 0.25

Pilot C 0.72 0.5 0.17

Pilot D 0.86 1.5 0.29

Pilot E 1.14 1.14 0.29

Pilot F 0.42 0.67 0.17

Engineer G 0.67 0.67 0.22

i Engineer H 1.0 1.0 0.13

!
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!
advantageous to use shaped higher frequency vehicle dynamics terms I
in preference to the filgered control pu_ition signal itself.

Examination of the resulting flight-director dynamics as

designed by the approach taken here, indicates close agreement with

the basic contention put forth in reference lO that the flight-

director response to pilot input should appruximate _ -like dynamics.
s

For example, the frequency response plot for the flight-director

response to pilot input for longitudinal velocity control is given in

figure 3_. The _ - like approximation has been achieved for nearly
S

all frequencies except for very low frequencies. Apparently, the

equivalent filtered control position signal, yields the proper initial

response and allows the pilot to achieve cross-over at _ desirable

frequency wi_h an acceptable gain. The outer-loops, which are closed

through typical automatic control considerations, would normally be o

i_ expected to yield _-dynamics near the cross-over region. _S

;_ The time response criteriawhich were used in the analyses

;_ were baaed on pilot comments received during the simulator evaluation.

Thece comments were generally made with regard to the desired air- :

craft response in correcting for small errors which would typically _

7

occur due to wind disturbances or periods of pilot inattention. It

was found that the pilot's ability to track the command was not :_:

greatly affected by variation of the outer-loop gains, or lower- _

_h

frequency terms, since this closure was accomplished by manipulation _

of the hlgher-frequency terms. The main concern with regard to the
.

outer-loop gains was that the velocity and position responses should,

°

i o
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Figure _.- Flight-director response to pilot control input for _
longitudinal velocity control. ,,
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; £irst o£ all. be well d_0ed without any appreciable overshoot. The

desired quickness of the response seemed to depend on the tash. That

is, if the task required a great _e_l ,_fpr,_,-_ion, such as .,_!ain-

raining a hover at low altitude, then a fairly quick response, or

higher bandwidth system, would be desired. However, for a constant

: speed approach, where not quite as much accuracy would be necessary,

lower gains ore"a slower response would probably be acceptable. It

is noted that the time response criteria used in tileanalysis corres-

ponded to the more stringent requirements of a precise task. _

Time histories for two simulator runs are presented in _

figures 3_ and %. The first set of time histories is for a 45-knot

constant speed approach along a 6-degree glide path, for which the
_

turn following yaw mode had been selected. The other set of time _j
}

histories corresponds to _m instrument hover at an altitude of _
4

50 feet, using the heading hold mode. For both of these runs, the :_

specified average wind had a 6-knot headwind component and a 4-knot

crosswind component. The capability of the system in maintaining

position, or velocity, in the presence of wind 4isturbances is evident

from these records.
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(b) Lateral control axis.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A control theory analysis of a three-axls fllght-director for

a specific VTOL confi_Aration has been made, and in addition, a fixed- _

1

base simulator evaluation of the flight-director commands has been

conducted. On the basis of this study, it appears high/,vadvantageous

to use conventional control theory methods in the design of flight-

director systems, there_rj minimizing the dependence on inefficient

trial-and-error techniques. The analytical approach provides an

intricate understandingof the sensitivity of the overall system to

th_ various parameters and results in a more nearly optimized flight

_ director.

Some generalized results with regard to such an analytical

approach have been obtained. To effect a flight-director command

which can be controlled by the pilot with a minimum of effort, it

appears desirable to include an inner-loop flight-director term which
T
/

approximates a first-order lag in response to the pilot's control

input. Furthermore, it is neither necessary nor desirable to use

sensitive zero-order feedback term, such as the control position i_

signal itself. B_ asstminS an appropriate pilot ac ;el baaed on these

inner-loop dynamics, it is possible to ed_uet the flAght-director

gains of the outer-loop terms in a manner similar to that for an

automatic coatrol w/stem in order to achieve the desired outer-loop

• x_spo_e.

71
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